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Starts with AU- 

AUBERGES ABEEGRSU AUBERGE, inn [n] 

AUBRETIA AABEIRTU aubrieta (flowering plant) [n -S] 

AUBRIETA AABEIRTU flowering plant [n -S] 

AUCTIONS ACINOSTU AUCTION, to sell publicly to highest bidder [v] 

AUDACITY AACDITUY boldness (quality of being bold (daring)) [n -TIES] 

AUDIBLED ABDDEILU AUDIBLE, to call substitute play in football [v] 

AUDIBLES ABDEILSU AUDIBLE, to call substitute play in football [v] 

AUDIENCE ACDEEINU group of listeners or spectators [n -S] 

AUDIENTS ADEINSTU AUDIENT, one that hears (to perceive by ear) [n] 

AUDITEES ADEEISTU AUDITEE, one that is audited [n] 

AUDITING ADGIINTU AUDIT, to examine with intent to verify [v] 

AUDITION ADIINOTU to give trial performance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AUDITIVE ADEIITUV auditory (group of listeners) [n -S] 

AUDITORS ADIORSTU AUDITOR, one that audits (to examine with intent to verify) [n] 

AUDITORY ADIORTUY group of listeners [n -RIES] 

AUGMENTS AEGMNSTU AUGMENT, to increase (to make or become greater) [v] 

AUGURERS AEGRRSUU AUGURER, one that augurs (to foretell from omens) [n] 

AUGURIES AEGIRSUU AUGURY, practice of auguring [n] 

AUGURING AGGINRUU AUGUR, to foretell from omens [v] 

AUGUSTER AEGRSTUU AUGUST, inspiring reverence or admiration [adj] 

AUGUSTLY AGLSTUUY AUGUST, inspiring reverence or admiration [adv] 

AUMBRIES ABEIMRSU AUMBRY, ambry (recess in church wall for sacred vessels) [n] 

AUNTHOOD ADHNOOTU state of being aunt (sister of one's father or mother) [n -S] 

AUNTLIER AEILNRTU AUNTLY, of or suggesting aunt [adj] 

AUNTLIKE AEIKLNTU resembling aunt (sister of one's father or mother) [adj] 

AURALITY AAILRTUY quality of being aural (pertaining to sense of hearing) [n -TIES] 

AUREOLAE AAEELORU AUREOLA, halo [n] 

AUREOLAS AAELORSU AUREOLA, halo [n] 

AUREOLED ADEELORU AUREOLE, to surround with halo [v] 

AUREOLES AEELORSU AUREOLE, to surround with halo [v] 

AURICLED ACDEILRU AURICLE, ear or ear-shaped part [adj] 

AURICLES ACEILRSU AURICLE, ear or ear-shaped part [n] 

AURICULA AACILRUU auricle (ear or ear-shaped part) [n -E, -S] 

AURIFORM AFIMORRU ear-shaped [adj] 

AUROREAN AAENORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [adj] 

AUSFORMS AFMORSSU AUSFORM, to subject steel to strengthening process [v] 

AUSPICES ACEIPSSU AUSPEX, soothsayer of ancient Rome [n] / AUSPICE, favorable omen [n] 

AUSTERER AEERRSTU AUSTERE, grave in disposition or appearance [adj] 

AUSTRALS AALRSSTU AUSTRAL, former monetary unit of Argentina [n] 

AUTACOID AACDIOTU hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

AUTARCHS AACHRSTU AUTARCH, absolute ruler [n] 

AUTARCHY AACHRTUY absolute rule [n -HIES] 

AUTARKIC AACIKRTU AUTARKY, national economic self-sufficiency [adj] 

AUTECISM ACEIMSTU development of entire life cycle of parasitic fungus on single host [n -S] 

AUTHORED ADEHORTU AUTHOR, to write (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) [v] 
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AUTISTIC ACIISTTU one who is affected with autism [n -S] 

AUTOBAHN AABHNOTU German superhighway [n -EN, -S] 

AUTOBODY ABDOOTUY shell of motor vehicle [n -DIES] 

AUTOCADE AACDEOTU parade of automobiles [n -S] 

AUTOCOID ACDIOOTU autacoid (hormone (secretion of endocrine organs)) [n -S] 

AUTOCRAT AACORTTU absolute ruler [n -S] 

AUTODIAL AADILOTU to dial telephone number automatically [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

AUTODYNE ADENOTUY type of electrical circuit [n -S] 

AUTOGAMY AAGMOTUY fertilization of flower by its own pollen [n -MIES] 

AUTOGENY AEGNOTUY production of living organisms from inanimate matter [n -NIES] 

AUTOGIRO AGIOORTU type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

AUTOGYRO AGOORTUY autogiro (type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers)) [n -S] 

AUTOHARP AAHOPRTU type of zither (stringed instrument) [n -S] 

AUTOLOAD AADLOOTU self-loading [adj] 

AUTOLYSE AELOSTUY to autolyze (to break down tissue by action of self-contained enzymes) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AUTOLYZE AELOTUYZ to break down tissue by action of self-contained enzymes [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AUTOMATA AAAMOTTU robots (humanlike machine that performs various functions) [n AUTOMATA] 

AUTOMATE AAEMOTTU to convert to system of automatic control [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AUTOMATS AAMOSTTU AUTOMAT, type of cafeteria [n] 

AUTONOMY AMNOOTUY state of being self-governing [n -MIES] 

AUTONYMS AMNOSTUY AUTONYM, name by which people refers to itself [n] 

AUTOPENS AENOPSTU AUTOPEN, device for imitating signatures [n] 

AUTOPSIC ACIOPSTU pertaining to autopsy [adj] 

AUTOSAVE AAEOSTUV to save periodically and automatically [v -D, -VING, -S]  

AUTOSOME AEMOOSTU type of chromosome [n -S] 

AUTOTOMY AMOOTTUY shedding of damaged body part [n -MIES]  

AUTOTYPE AEOPTTUY type of photographic process [n -S] 

AUTOTYPY AOPTTUYY autotype (type of photographic process) [n -PIES] 

AUTUMNAL AALMNTUU AUTUMN, season of year [adj] 

AUTUNITE AEINTTUU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

 

Contains -AU- 

ACAUDATE AAACDETU acaudal (having no tail) [adj] 

ACAULINE AACEILNU having no stem [adj] 

ACAULOSE AACELOSU acauline (having no stem) [adj] 

ACAULOUS AACLOSUU acauline (having no stem) [adj] 

AERONAUT AAENORTU one who operates airship (lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion and steering systems) [n -S] 

ALLOSAUR AALLORSU large dinosaur [n -S] 

AMAUTIKS AAIKMSTU AMAUTIK, Inuit woman's parka [n] 

APPLAUDS AADLPPSU APPLAUD, to express approval by clapping hands [v] 

APPLAUSE AAELPPSU sound made by persons applauding [n -S] 

AQUANAUT AAANQTUU scuba diver trained to live in underwater installations [n -S] 

ARGONAUT AAGNORTU marine mollusk [n -S] 

ASSAULTS AALSSSTU ASSAULT, to attack (to set upon violently) [v] 

AUXETICS ACEISTUX AUXETIC, substance that promotes auxesis [n] 

AVIFAUNA AAAFINUV bird life of particular region [n -E, -S] 
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BACKHAUL AABCHKLU to return after delivering load [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BALISAUR AABILRSU long-tailed badger [n -S] 

BANAUSIC AABCINSU practical [adj] 

BANDEAUS AABDENSU BANDEAU, headband (band worn on head) [n] 

BANDEAUX AABDENUX BANDEAU, headband (band worn on head) [n] 

BAROSAUR AABORRSU large dinosaur [n -S] 

BATTEAUX AABETTUX BATTEAU, bateau (flat-bottomed boat) [n] 

BAUDEKIN ABDEIKNU brocaded fabric [n -S] 

BAUDRONS ABDNORSU cat [n -ES] 

BAUHINIA AABHIINU small tropical tree [n -S] 

BAULKERS ABEKLRSU BAULKER, balker (one that balks (to stop short and refuse to proceed)) [n] 

BAULKIER ABEIKLRU BAULKY, balky (stubborn (unyielding (not yielding))) [adj] 

BAULKING ABGIKLNU BAULK, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v] 

BAUXITES ABEISTUX BAUXITE, ore of aluminum [n] 

BAUXITIC ABCIITUX BAUXITE, ore of aluminum [adj] 

BEAUCOUP ABCEOPUU abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n -S] 

BEAUTEST ABEESTTU BEAUT, beautiful [adj] 

BEAUTIES ABEEISTU BEAUTY, one that is lovely [n] 

BEAUTIFY ABEFITUY to make beautiful [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

BEDAUBED ABBDDEEU BEDAUB, to besmear (to smear over) [v] 

BELAUDED ABDDEELU BELAUD, to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v] 

BICAUDAL AABCDILU having two tails [adj] 

BINAURAL AABILNRU hearing with both ears [adj] 

BLAUBOKS ABBKLOSU BLAUBOK, extinct antelope [n] 

BORDEAUX ABDEORUX red or white wine [n BORDEAUX] 

BOXHAULS ABHLOSUX BOXHAUL, to veer ship around [v] 

BRAUNITE ABEINRTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

CARNAUBA AAABCNRU palm tree [n -S] 

CAUCUSED ACCDESUU CAUCUS, to hold political meeting [v] 

CAUCUSES ACCESSUU CAUCUS, to hold political meeting [v] 

CAUDALLY AACDLLUY CAUDAL, taillike (resembling tail) [adv] 

CAUDATED AACDDETU having tail [adj] 

CAUDATES AACDESTU CAUDATE, basal ganglion of brain [n] 

CAUDEXES ACDEESUX CAUDEX, woody base of some plants [n] 

CAUDICES ACCDEISU CAUDEX, woody base of some plants [n] 

CAUDILLO ACDILLOU military dictator [n -S] 

CAULDRON ACDLNORU caldron (large kettle or boiler) [n -S] 

CAULICLE ACCEILLU small stem [n -S] 

CAULKERS ACEKLRSU CAULKER, one that caulks (to make seams of ship watertight) [n] 

CAULKING ACGIKLNU material used to caulk [n -S] / CAULK, to make seams of ship watertight [v] 

CAUSABLE AABCELSU capable of being caused [adj] 

CAUSALLY AACLLSUY by way of causing [adv] 

CAUSERIE ACEEIRSU informal conversation [n -RIES] 

CAUSEWAY AACESUWY to build causeway (raised roadway) over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAUSTICS ACCISSTU CAUSTIC, corrosive substance [n] 

CAUTIONS ACINOSTU CAUTION, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 
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CAUTIOUS ACIOSTUU exercising prudence to avoid danger [adj] 

CENTAURS ACENRSTU CENTAUR, mythological creature [n] 

CENTAURY ACENRTUY medicinal herb [n -RIES] 

CHAPEAUS AACEHPSU CHAPEAU, hat [n] 

CHAPEAUX AACEHPUX CHAPEAU, hat [n] 

CHATEAUS AACEHSTU CHATEAU, large country house [n] 

CHATEAUX AACEHTUX CHATEAU, large country house [n] 

CHAUFERS ACEFHRSU CHAUFER, chauffer (small furnace) [n] 

CHAUFFER ACEFFHRU small furnace [n -S] 

CHAUNTED ACDEHNTU CHAUNT, to chant (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [v] 

CHAUNTER ACEHNRTU one that chaunts (to chant (to sing)) [n -S] 

CHAUSSES ACEHSSSU medieval armor [n CHAUSSES] 

CHIAUSES ACEHISSU CHIAUS, Turkish messenger [n] 

CLAUGHTS ACGHLSTU CLAUGHT, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLAUSTRA AACLRSTU basal ganglia in brain [n CLAUSTRA] 

CLUBHAUL ABCHLLUU to put vessel about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COAUTHOR ACHOORTU to write together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COUTEAUX ACEOTUUX COUTEAU, knife (sharp-edged instrument used for cutting) [n] 

DAUBIEST ABDEISTU DAUBY, smeary (smeared) [adj] 

DAUBRIES ABDEIRSU DAUBRY, daubery (bad or inexpert painting) [n] 

DAUGHTER ADEGHRTU female child [n -S] 

DAUNDERS ADDENRSU DAUNDER, to dander (to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner)) [v] 

DAUNTERS ADENRSTU DAUNTER, one that daunts (to intimidate) [n] 

DAUNTING ADGINNTU DAUNT, to intimidate [v] 

DAUPHINE ADEHINPU wife of dauphin [n -S] 

DAUPHINS ADHINPSU DAUPHIN, eldest son of French king [n] 

DEFAULTS ADEFLSTU DEFAULT, to fail to do something required [v] 

DEFRAUDS ADDEFRSU DEFRAUD, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

DIAPAUSE AADEIPSU to undergo dormancy [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DINOSAUR ADINORSU one of group of extinct reptiles [n -S] 

DOWNHAUL ADHLNOUW rope for hauling down sails [n -S] 

DRAUGHTS ADGHRSTU DRAUGHT, to draft (to conscript for military service) [v] 

DRAUGHTY ADGHRTUY drafty (having or exposed to currents of air) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

ECAUDATE AACDEETU having no tail [adj] 

EPAULETS AEELPSTU EPAULET, shoulder ornament [n] 

EPIFAUNA AAEFINPU fauna living on hard sea floor [n -E, -S] 

EXHAUSTS AEHSSTUX EXHAUST, to use up [v] 

FABLIAUX AABFILUX FABLIAU, short metrical tale popular in medieval France [n] 

FAUBOURG ABFGORUU suburb (residential area adjacent to city) [n -S] 

FAUCETRY ACEFRTUY array of faucets [n -RIES] 

FAULTIER AEFILRTU FAULTY, imperfect [adj] 

FAULTILY AFILLTUY FAULTY, imperfect [adv] 

FAULTING AFGILNTU FAULT, to criticize [v] 

FAUNALLY AAFLLNUY FAUNA, animal life of particular region [adv] 

FAUNISTS AFINSSTU FAUNIST, specialist on faunas [n] 

FAUNLIKE AEFIKLNU FAUN, woodland deity of Roman mythology [adj] 
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FAUTEUIL AEFILTUU armchair (chair with armrests) [n -S] 

FAUVISMS AFIMSSUV FAUVISM, movement in painting [n] 

FAUVISTS AFISSTUV FAUVIST, advocate of fauvism [n] 

FLAUNTED ADEFLNTU FLAUNT, to exhibit in gaudy manner [v] 

FLAUNTER AEFLNRTU one that flaunts (to exhibit in gaudy manner) [n -S] 

FLAUTIST AFILSTTU flutist (one who plays flute) [n -S] 

FRAUGHTS AFGHRSTU FRAUGHT, to load down [v] 

FRAULEIN AEFILNRU German governess [n -S] 

GASTHAUS AAGHSSTU small hotel in Germany [n -ER, -ES] 

GAUCHELY ACEGHLUY GAUCHE, lacking social grace [adv] 

GAUCHERS ACEGHRSU GAUCHER, gatcher (one that gatches (to behave boastfully)) [n] 

GAUCHEST ACEGHSTU GAUCHE, lacking social grace [adj] 

GAUCHING ACGGHINU GAUCH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] 

GAUDIEST ADEGISTU GAUDY, tastelessly showy [adj] 

GAUFFERS AEFFGRSU GAUFFER, to goffer (to press ridges or pleats into) [v] 

GAUNCHES ACEGHNSU GAUNCH, underpants [n] 

GAUNTEST AEGNSTTU GAUNT, emaciated [adj] 

GAUNTLET AEGLNTTU to gantlet (to overlap railroad tracks) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GAUZIEST AEGISTUZ GAUZY, resembling gauze (transparent fabric) [adj] 

GLAUCOMA AACGLMOU disease of eye [n -S] 

GLAUCOUS ACGLOSUU bluish green [adj] 

GRAUPELS AEGLPRSU GRAUPEL, granular snow pellets [n] 

HAUBERKS ABEHKRSU HAUBERK, coat of armor [n] 

HAULAGES AAEGHLSU HAULAGE, act of hauling (to pull with force) [n] 

HAULBACK AABCHKLU line for drawing cable back [n -S] 

HAULIERS AEHILRSU HAULIER, hauler (one that hauls (to pull with force)) [n] 

HAULINGS AGHILNSU HAULING, action of transporting logs [n] 

HAULMIER AEHILMRU HAULMY, having haulms (plant stem) [adj] 

HAULOUTS AHLOSTUU HAULOUT, action of hauling boat out of water [n] 

HAULYARD AADHLRUY halyard (line used to hoist sail) [n -S] 

HAUNCHED ACDEHHNU HAUNCH, hindquarter [adj] 

HAUNCHES ACEHHNSU HAUNCH, hindquarter [n] 

HAUNTERS AEHNRSTU HAUNTER, one that haunts (to visit frequently) [n] 

HAUNTING AGHINNTU visitation by ghost [n -S] / HAUNT, to visit frequently [v] 

HAUSFRAU AAFHRSUU housewife [n -EN, -S] 

HAUTBOIS ABHIOSTU hautboy (oboe (woodwind instrument)) [n HAUTBOIS] 

HAUTBOYS ABHOSTUY HAUTBOY, oboe (woodwind instrument) [n] 

HAUTEURS AEHRSTUU HAUTEUR, haughty manner or spirit [n] 

INFAUNAE AAEFINNU INFAUNA, fauna living on soft sea floor [n] 

INFAUNAL AAFILNNU INFAUNA, fauna living on soft sea floor [adj] 

INFAUNAS AAFINNSU INFAUNA, fauna living on soft sea floor [n] 

INHAULER AEHILNRU inhaul (line for bringing in sail) [n -S] 

JAMBEAUS AABEJMSU JAMBEAU, piece of armor for leg [n] 

JAMBEAUX AABEJMUX JAMBEAU, piece of armor for leg [n] 

JAUNCING ACGIJNNU JAUNCE, to prance (to spring forward on hind legs) [v] 

JAUNDICE ACDEIJNU to prejudice unfavorably [v -D, -CING, -S] 
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JAUNTIER AEIJNRTU JAUNTY, having lively and self-confident manner [adj] 

JAUNTILY AIJLNTUY JAUNTY, having lively and self-confident manner [adv] 

JAUNTING AGIJNNTU JAUNT, to make pleasure trip [v] 

KEELHAUL AEEHKLLU to rebuke severely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

KILOBAUD ABDIKLOU unit of data transmission speed [n -S] 

LANGLAUF AAFGLLNU cross-country ski run [n -S] 

LAUDABLE AABDELLU worthy of praise [adj]  

LAUDABLY AABDLLUY LAUDABLE, worthy of praise [adv] 

LAUDANUM AADLMNUU type of opium preparation [n -S] 

LAUDATOR AADLORTU lauder (one that lauds (to praise)) [n -S] 

LAUGHERS AEGHLRSU LAUGHER, one that laughs (to express emotion, typically mirth, by series of inarticulate sounds) [n] 

LAUGHING AGGHILNU laughter [n -S] / LAUGH, to express emotion, typically mirth, by series of inarticulate sounds [v] 

LAUGHTER AEGHLRTU act or sound of one that laughs [n -S] 

LAUNCHED ACDEHLNU LAUNCH, to set in motion [v] 

LAUNCHER ACEHLNRU launching device [n -S] 

LAUNCHES ACEHLNSU LAUNCH, to set in motion [v] 

LAUNDERS ADELNRSU LAUNDER, to wash clothes [v] 

LAUREATE AAEELRTU to laurel (to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LAURELED ADEELLRU LAUREL, to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves [v] 

LAUWINES AEILNSUW LAUWINE, avalanche [n] 

MAIASAUR AAAIMRSU herbivorous dinosaur [n -S] 

MANTEAUS AAEMNSTU MANTEAU, loose cloak [n] 

MANTEAUX AAEMNTUX MANTEAU, loose cloak [n] 

MARAUDED AADDEMRU MARAUD, to rove in search of booty [v] 

MARAUDER AADEMRRU one that marauds (to rove in search of booty) [n -S] 

MAULINGS AGILMNSU MAULING, act of injuring by beating [n] 

MAUMETRY AEMMRTUY idolatry (worship of idols) [n -RIES] 

MAUNDERS ADEMNRSU MAUNDER, to talk incoherently [v] 

MAUNDIES ADEIMNSU MAUNDY, religious ceremony of washing feet of poor [n] 

MAUSIEST AEIMSSTU MAUSY, mauzy (foggy, misty) [adj] 

MAUSOLEA AAELMOSU large, stately tombs [n MAUSOLEA] 

MAUZIEST AEIMSTUZ MAUZY, foggy, misty [adj] 

MESOSAUR AEMORSSU extinct aquatic reptile [n -S] 

MIAULING AGIILMNU MIAUL, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MISGAUGE AEGGIMSU to gauge wrongly or inaccurately [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MONAURAL AALMNORU pertaining to sound transmission, recording, or reproduction involving single transmission path [adj] 

MORCEAUX ACEMORUX MORCEAU, short literary or musical composition [n] 

MOSASAUR AAMORSSU extinct lizard [n -S] 

NAUMACHY AACHMNUY mock sea battle [n -HIES] 

NAUPLIAL AAILLNPU NAUPLIUS, form of certain crustaceans [adj] 

NAUPLIUS AILNPSUU form of certain crustaceans [n -II] 

NAUSEANT AAENNSTU agent that induces nausea [n -S] 

NAUSEATE AAEENSTU to affect with nausea [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NAUSEOUS AENOSSUU affected with nausea [adj] 

NAUTCHES ACEHNSTU NAUTCH, dancing exhibition in India [n] 

NAUTICAL AACILNTU pertaining to ships [adj] 
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NAUTILUS AILNSTUU spiral-shelled mollusk [n -LI, -ES] 

NILGHAUS AGHILNSU NILGHAU, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 

NUDICAUL ACDILNUU having leafless stems [adj] 

NYLGHAUS AGHLNSUY NYLGHAU, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 

OCEANAUT AACENOTU aquanaut (scuba diver trained to live in underwater installations) [n -S] 

OMADHAUN AADHMNOU foolish person [n -S] 

OUTHAULS AHLOSTUU OUTHAUL, rope for extending sail along spar [n] 

OUTLAUGH AGHLOTUU to surpass in laughing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTVAUNT ANOTTUUV to surpass in vaunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHAUL AEHLORUV to examine carefully for needed repairs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PAULDRON ADLNOPRU piece of armor for shoulder [n -S] 

PAUNCHED ACDEHNPU PAUNCH, belly or abdomen [adj] 

PAUNCHES ACEHNPSU PAUNCH, belly or abdomen [n] 

PAUPERED ADEEPPRU PAUPER, to reduce to poverty [v] 

PAURAQUE AAEPQRUU long-tailed nocturnal bird [n -S] 

PAUROPOD ADOOPPRU any of class of minute many-legged animals [n -S] 

PLATEAUS AAELPSTU PLATEAU, level stretch of elevated land [n] / PLATEAU, to reach period or condition of stability [v] 

PLATEAUX AAELPTUX PLATEAU, level stretch of elevated land [n] 

PLAUDITS ADILPSTU PLAUDIT, expression of praise [n] 

PLAUSIVE AEILPSUV expressing praise [adj] 

PREAUDIT ADEIPRTU audit made prior to final settlement of transaction [n -S] 

QUAHAUGS AAGHQSUU QUAHAUG, quahog (edible clam) [n] 

RAUNCHES ACEHNRSU RAUNCH, vulgarity [n] 

REGAUGED ADEEGGRU REGAUGE, to gauge again [v] 

REGAUGES AEEGGRSU REGAUGE, to gauge again [v] 

RELAUNCH ACEHLNRU to launch again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RETAUGHT AEGHRTTU RETEACH, to teach again [v] 

RIGAUDON ADGINORU rigadoon (lively dance) [n -S] 

ROMAUNTS AMNORSTU ROMAUNT, long, medieval tale [n] 

RONDEAUX ADENORUX RONDEAU, short poem of fixed form [n] 

ROULEAUS AELORSUU ROULEAU, roll of coins wrapped in paper [n] 

ROULEAUX AELORUUX ROULEAU, roll of coins wrapped in paper [n] 

SAUCEBOX ABCEOSUX saucy person [n -ES] 

SAUCEPAN AACENPSU deep cooking pan with handle [n -S] 

SAUCEPOT ACEOPSTU deep cooking pot with two handles [n -S] 

SAUCIERS ACEIRSSU SAUCIER, chef who specializes in sauces [n] 

SAUCIEST ACEISSTU SAUCY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

SAUNAING AAGINNSU SAUNA, to take dry heat bath [v] 

SAUNTERS AENRSSTU SAUNTER, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 

SAURIANS AAINRSSU SAURIAN, any of suborder of reptiles [n] 

SAUROPOD ADOOPRSU any of suborder of large dinosaurs [n -S] 

SAUSAGES AAEGSSSU SAUSAGE, finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing [n] 

SAUTEING AEGINSTU SAUTE, to fry in small amount of fat [v] 

SAUTERNE AEENRSTU sweet white wine [n -S] 

SAUTOIRE AEIORSTU sautoir (saltire (heraldic design)) [n -S] 

SAUTOIRS AIORSSTU SAUTOIR, saltire (heraldic design) [n] 
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SCAUPERS ACEPRSSU SCAUPER, engraving tool [n] 

SCUPPAUG ACGPPSUU scup (marine food fish) [n -S] 

SHAULING AGHILNSU SHAUL, to shoal (to become shallow) [v] 

STAUMREL AELMRSTU dolt (stupid person) [n -S] 

SUBAURAL AABLRSUU scarcely hearable [adj] 

SUBCAUSE ABCESSUU subordinate cause [n -S] 

TABLEAUS AABELSTU TABLEAU, picture [n] 

TABLEAUX AABELTUX TABLEAU, picture [n] 

TAMARAUS AAAMRSTU TAMARAU, small buffalo of Philippines [n] 

TAUNTERS AENRSTTU TAUNTER, one that taunts (to challenge or reproach sarcastically) [n] 

TAUNTING AGINNTTU TAUNT, to challenge or reproach sarcastically [v] 

TAURINES AEINRSTU TAURINE, chemical compound [n] 

TAUTAUGS AAGSTTUU TAUTAUG, tautog (marine fish) [n] 

TAUTENED ADEENTTU TAUTEN, to make taut [v] 

TAUTNESS AENSSTTU state of being taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack) [n -ES] 

TAUTOMER AEMORTTU type of chemical compound [n -S] 

TAUTONYM AMNOTTUY type of taxonomic designation [n -S] 

THESAURI AEHIRSTU dictionaries of synonyms and antonyms [n -RI] 

TIMARAUS AAIMRSTU TIMARAU, tamarau (small buffalo of Philippines) [n] 

TONNEAUS AENNOSTU TONNEAU, rear seating compartment of automobile [n] 

TONNEAUX AENNOTUX TONNEAU, rear seating compartment of automobile [n] 

TRAUCHLE ACEHLRTU to trachle (to draggle (to make wet and dirty)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRAUMATA AAAMRTTU TRAUMA, severe emotional shock [n] 

TRUMEAUX AEMRTUUX TRUMEAU, column supporting part of doorway [n] 

UMLAUTED ADELMTUU UMLAUT, to modify vowel sound by partial assimilation to succeeding sound [v] 

UNCAUGHT ACGHNTUU not caught (to capture after pursuit) [adj] 

UNCAUSED ACDENSUU not caused (to bring about) [adj] 

UNTAUGHT AGHNTTUU UNTEACH, to cause to unlearn something [v] 

USAUNCES ACENSSUU USAUNCE, usance (usage (firmly established and generally accepted practice or procedure)) [n] 

VAULTERS AELRSTUV VAULTER, one that leaps (to spring off ground) [n] 

VAULTIER AEILRTUV VAULTY, resembling vault [adj] 

VAULTING AGILNTUV structure forming vault [n -S] / VAULT, to provide with vault (arched ceiling) [v] 

VAUNTERS AENRSTUV VAUNTER, one that vaunts (to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds)) [n] 

VAUNTFUL AFLNTUUV boastful (given to boasting) [adj] 

VAUNTING AGINNTUV VAUNT, to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds) [v] 

WAUCHTED ACDEHTUW WAUCHT, to waught (to drink deeply) [v] 

WAUGHTED ADEGHTUW WAUGHT, to drink deeply [v] 

 

Ends with -AU 

ABOIDEAU AABDEIOU type of dike [n -S, -X] 

ABOITEAU AABEIOTU aboideau (type of dike) [n -S, -X] 

BACALHAU AAABCHLU baccala (codfish (marine food fish)) [n -S] 

BERIMBAU ABBEIMRU Brazilian musical instrument [n -S] 

FLAMBEAU AABEFLMU flaming torch [n -S, -X] 

HAUSFRAU AAFHRSUU housewife [n -EN, -S] 

ROUSSEAU AEORSSUU fried pemmican [n -S] 
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WILLIWAU AIILLUWW williwaw (violent gust of cold wind) [n -S] 

 


